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COMMUNICATION  FROM  THE  COMMISSION  TO  THE  COUNCIL 
A Community  Strategy  to  limit. Carbpn Dloxlda·omlsslons and 
to  lmoroye  anergy aff!clencY Cgmmunlcat!on  trgm  the Qommlsslon  to  \he CgtiOcll 
A Opmmunlty  Strategy to. limit Carbpn  D!oxlde.omlsslons and. 
to  lmnroye  energy efficiency 
!.  A GLOBAL  CHALLENGE 
1.  In  1990  a  comprehensive  report  assessing  the  nature  and  the 
consequences  of  global  warming  was  presented  .bY  the  lnter-
Governmenta I  Pane I  on  C  I imate  Change  ( IPCC).  It  represented  for  the 
first  time  a  consensus  amongst  scientists on  the  possible  Impact 
and  risks  of  the  greenhouse  effect.  Taking  Into  consideration  the 
long  lead  times  lnvol·ved  In  changes  In  the  global  climate  system, 
some  Immediate  action  Is  recommended.  In  this  respect,  a  decision 
to stabll lse co2 emissions  Is  a  firs~ Important  step. 
2.  co2,  emissions  are  recognised  as  being  the  main  contributory 
factor  to  the  greenhouse effect  (see Annex  1).  They  arise primarily, 
from  the  burning  of  fossil  fuels.  Remova,l  of, C02  from  em.lsslons 
at  present  Is  not  only  uneconomic  but  at  the  technical. level  such 
methods  are  far  from  being  sufficiently  deve.loped.  As  a 
consequence,  no  feasible  solution  exists  In  the  short  and  medium 
term  other  than  to  reduce  the growing  use of.fossll  fuels.  This  can 
be  achieved  through  Improved  energy  efficiency  and·  through 
substitution by  other  energy  sources which  emit  less or  no  C02. 
3.  The  greenhouse .problem  Is  global  In  nature.  The  climate system  as a 
whole  Is  Influenced  by  co2  em Iss Ions,. regard less  of  theIr  pI ace 
of  origin;  their  Impact  Is  also  global,.although  the  economic  and 
soc 1  a 1  consequences  d 1 ffer  accordIng  to  geograph I  ca I  condItIons. 
Until  now  the  Industrialised  world  has  been  the  major  emitter  of 
co2,  but  the  developing  world  Is  expected  to  .experience  the 
fastest  I  ncr  ease  In  the  years  to  c6nie.  It  Is  therefOre  6f  cr l.t I  ca I 
Importance  to  reach  a  global  solution  In  which  all  countries of  the 
world,  developed  and  developing,  are  ready  to participate. 
4.  With  the  completion  of  the  Internal  Market,  the  European  Community 
wll I  be  the  biggest  economic/trading  partner  In  the  world  with  the 
potential  to  exercise  an  Important  level  of  moral·,  economic  and 
political  Influence  and  authority.  As  such  the Community  owes- It  to 
both  present  and  future  generations  to  put  Its  own  house  In  order 
and  to  provide  both  leadership  and  example  to  developed  and 
developing  countries  alike  In  relation  to  protection  of  the 
environment  and  the·  sustainable  use  of  natural  resources.  This 
respons lb Ill ty  has  been  acknowledged  and  a.  po II t lea 1  cominl tment 
undertaken  In  the  declaration  "The  Environmental  Imperative" 
adopted  by  the  Heads  of  State  and  Government  of  the.  Commun 1 ty  at 
their  meeting  I~ -DublIn  In  June  1990.  The  wl  I I lngness  of  the - 2  -
community  to  fulfl 11  Its  responslbl I I ties  offers  an  Important 
opportunity  to fll 1  a  current  vacuum  In  global  foreign  pol Icy  and  a 
catalyt lc  role  In  regard  to  the  Global  Climate  Convent ion  to  be 
adopted  at  the  UNCED  Earth  Summit  In  June  1992. 
5.  Already  Article  130R  of  the  Treaty  adopted  In  the  1986  Single 
European  Act  urges  the  Community  "to ensure  a  prudent  and  rational 
utilisation  of  natural  resources",  It  reQuires  "th~t  environmental 
damage  should  as  a  pr lor I ty  be  rectI fled  at  source",  "that  the 
polluter  should  pay"  while  the  Community  shall  take  Into  account 
"the  potent tal  benefl ts  and  costs  of  act ton  or·  lack  of  act lon". 
This  article  of  the  Treaty  Is  In  line  with  economic  theory  which 
ad~Jocates  the  lnternallsatlon  of  external  costs  such  as 
en~Jironmental  damage  caused  by  energy  use,  to  Improve  O'Jeral I 
economic  efficiency. 
6.  The  Joint  Energy/Environment  Councl I  of  29.10.90  decided  to 
stab! I lse  co2  emissions  In  the  Community  In  the  year  2000  at  1990 
revels.  The  purpose  of  this  Communication  Is  to  out I lne  a 
comprehensive  strategy  to  reach  this  commitment  along  the  lines 
already  discussed  by  the  Joint  Energy/Environment  Council  and  to 
in'Jite  the  Counc1ll  to  say  whether  they  consider  that  this  strategy 
should  now  be  developed  and,  where  necessary,  translated  Into 
spec_lflc  proposals.  This  strategy  Is  based  on.an  Intensification of 
non-fiscal  measures,  a  fiscal  'JOiet  lnvoi'Jing  a  possible  tax 
directed  to  energy  saving  and  to  a  reduction  of  pol luting  sources 
of  energy  but  not  ln'JOI'Jing  any  Increase  In  taxation  In  total,  and 
on  complementary  national  measures.  If  the  Council  wishes  to  go 
forward  In  these  directions,  ·rt  would  be  possible  to  Indicate  to 
the  COIMlunlty's  major  International  partners  that  the  Community 
would  be  prepared  to  go  ahead  with  the  reduction  of  co2  pol Iutton 
by  these  means  and  to  Invite  them  to  Indicate  whether  they  are 
eQually  prepared  to  take  action  of  a  similar  k:lnd.  It  Is  e~Jident 
that  the  adoption  of  a  clear  strategy  would  Increase  the 
credlbl I lty  of  the  Community  In  ongoing  International  negotiations 
and  guarantees  the  cohesion of  the  Internal  Market. 
I I •  THE  PROBLEU 
'7.  With  an  average  of  2.2  tons  of  carbon  per  head,  the  Community 
represents  13%  of  global  co2  emissions,  compared  to  23%  for  the 
U.S.,  5%  for  ~apan  and  25%  for  Eastern  Europe  and  the  USSR.  Four 
main  sectors  In  the  Community  are  responsible  for  these emissions  : 
power  generation  (31Xli  transport  (26%),  Industry  (20%),  and 
residential/commercial  (20%)  (see  Annexes  2- 4).  During  the  period 
1970- 1985  emissions  almost  stabll lsed.  During  the  period  1986-
1990,  however,  this  positive  tendency  has  been  reversed  and 
emissions  have  grown  by  4%.  The  positive  effects  on  co2  emissions 
resulting  from  a  consistent  Improvement  of  energy  efficiency  and  a 
substitution  ·towards  less  co2  emitting  energy  sources, 
practically  came  to  an  end  with  the  drastic  decrease  In  energy 
prices  and  .the  slowing  down  of  Investments  In  nuclear  power 
generation.  For  the  period  1990-2000,  co2  emissions  are  likely  to 
continue  to grow  by  another  11%  (see Annex  5). - 3  -
Ill.  IN  SEARCH  OF  SOLUTIONS 
·a.  co2  emissions  ·ar·e  -related  to  ·the  very  different  uses  o·f  -fossil 
energy  by  m  I I I Ions  of  consumers  and  bus I nes·ses. ·  EffIcIen-t- use  Is 
In  many  cases  not  the  ru I e  for  a  varIety  of  reasons  I ack  of 
Information,  behavioural  habits\  relUctance  ·to  make  Investments 
even  when  they  have -economic  pay-back  per lods' (e.g.  longer  than  3 
to  5  years),  ·adverse  price  Incentives,  lack  of  capital;· short-term 
Interest  of  energy .suppliers,  lack  of  alternatives,  uncer:talnty  of 
energy  prl~es.  As.a~onsequence,  an  efficient  and  effective  pol Icy 
needs  to  Involve- a  set·. of=.mutually  reinforcing~  measures  of  a 
regulatory,  voluntary- and  fiscaL nature.  Moreover-,  on  the· basis  of 
the  subsidiarity  principle,  the  package  needs  to  consist·,  ·on  the 
one  hand,  of  measures  requlrlng·.some  degree  of- coordination  or 
harmon I sat ion  amongst  the  Member  States,  and·  on·  the  other,  of 
measures  which  can  be  Implemented  most  efficiently  at  national, 
regional  or ·local  level.  · ··-·-
9.  A  first- step  In  -controlling  co2  emissions  needs  to- ·Include 
measures  which  Involve  the  lowest  economic  costs  and  which  at  the 
same  time  lead  to  benefrts  In  other  policy  areas.  -In  this  respect, 
most  attention  needs  to  be· paid·  to  the  ·exploitation  of  cost-
efficient  technl'cal  possibilities  to·Jmpr:ove  the  energy ·efficiency 
In  the  Community.  Such  posslbl I ltles appear  to exist  in  alI  sectors 
and  for  alI  energy  sources~  Apart  from  reducing  co2  emissions,  an 
ambitious  programme  to  Improve- energy  efficiency  wl I 1  increase 
energy  security,  Improve, the  efficiency· of  the  transportation 
system,  limit  energy  related  air  emissions  other  than  co2  and  can 
strengthen  Industrial  competitiveness.  Such  a  programme  will  re-
establIsh  the  momentum  of  the  various  energy  conservation  efforts 
·Which  have  slowed  down  considerably  since  the  1986  drop  In ·energy 
prices. 
10.  The  fuel  switching  ~ptlon  ·also  has  a  role  1o  play  In  the 
stabl.llsatlon  exercise  for  2000,_ although  for  technical,  pol I tical 
and  economic  reasons  the  full  extent  of  -this  role  may  not  be 
achieved.  For  the  transport  sector  clearly  In  the  t lme  hor lzon 
envisaged  there  are  no  possibilities  for  fuel  switching:  For  power 
generation  there  Is  some  wider  margin  of  manoeuvre.  Current 
·economics  and  policy  trends  are  such  that  substitution  of  solid 
fuels  by  gas  Is  to  be  expected.  The  extent  to  which'  a  co2 
mot lvated  redirect Jon  of  energy ·supplies  In  favour  of  a  much  more 
.substantial  contribution  of  natural  gas  to  the  detriment  of  coal 
and  possibly  ol I  suppl les  could  negatively ·affect  the  present 
situation  of  fairly  secure  and  moderately  priced  energy  supplies, 
depends  on  the  pace  of  such  deve I opments  as  we I  I~  as· on  geopo I It  I cs. 
The  present 1  y  known  resource  endowment  of  ·Europe  and  the 
neighbouring  regions  with  gas  would'allow  sUbstantially  Increased 
Community  gas  Imports,  .In-particular  In- the  framework  of  a  European 
Energy  Charter.  It'  Is  however  not.clear,  whether  the  Infrastructure 
. Investments  can  be  financed  and  com~leted well  before  2000  and  what 
the  price  effects  would  be.  It .Is  clear  that  the  fuel  switching 
opt lon  will  become  an  Important.  Ingredient  of  policies  aimed  at 
reducing  C02  emissions 'after  the  year  2000.  -It  Is  therefore 
Important  that  the  correct  signals are  already  made  at  this stage. - 4  -
11.  Renewable  energy  sources  may  have  a  role  to  play  In  all  economic 
sectors.  They  could  represent  up  to  5%  of  total  energy  consumption 
'by  the  year  2000  and  over  8%  In  2010;  They  are  thus  likely  to 
contribute  significantly  to  the  stabilisation  of  co2  emissions, 
on  the  condition  however  that  their  market  position  as  well  as 
current  RD  &  D  programmes  are  being  reinforced.  For  example, 
biomass  may  undergo  development,  In  particular  In  the  context  of 
the  modification  of  the  Common  Agricultural  Polley  which  may 
release  large  land  areas  for  new  uses.  Certain  kinds  of  renewable 
energy  w 1  1  1  IncreasIng I  y  be  1  1  nked  to  energy  effIcIency  measures 
(e.g.  passive  solar)  whilst  wind  energy  and  hydro  energy  will 
continue  to  be  Increasingly  used.  However  such  developments  are 
only  likely  to  happen  If  some  technical  obstacles  can  be  overcome 
and  If  the economic  position of  these energies can  be  Improved. 
IV.  APPROACH  TO  BE  FOLLOWED  :  A PACKAGE  OF  MEASURES 
12.  The  Commission  Is  conscious  that  there are  a  number  of  solutions  to 
the  problem.  In  determining  the  strategy  to  follow,  the  Commission 
has  taken  Into  account  the  need  to  base  Its  approach  on  act Ions 
which  on  the  one  hand  minimise  the  economic  costs  and  on  the  other 
hand  maximise  the 'advantages  In  terms  of  the  environment  and  which 
also  have  a  clear  benefit  on  other  policy  areas.  The  package  which 
Is  proposed  Is  based on  three  types of measure  : 
specific  measures  Including  RD  &  D  programmes,  sectoral 
measures,  other  types of  regulatory  and  voluntary measures; 
fiscal  measures; 
complementary  national  programmes. 
V.  SPECIFIC  MEASURES 
RD  & D programmes 
13.  In  the  I lght  of  the  longer  term  perspective,  RD  & D programmes  need 
to  be  reviewed  and  Intensified,  while  programmes  of  dissemination 
of  technology  such  as  THERMIE  need  to  be  enlarged.  The  Community 
and  Its  Member  States  will  need  to  reshape  and  strengthen  their 
efforts  In  the  area  of  energy  technologies  and  on  the  economics  of 
co2  pol lcles.  The  third  Framework  programme  of  research  and 
technological  development  of  the  Community  (1990-94)  already  covers 
RD  &  D  activities  In  these  areas.  In  particular,  the  specific 
programme  In  the  field of  non-nuclear  energies  (1991-94)  which  Is  a 
development  and  extension  of  the  JOULE  programme,  will  be  pursued 
In  the  field  of  minimum-emission  power  production  from  fossl I 
sources  Including  the development  of  carbon  abatement  technologies, 
renewable  energy  sources  and  energy  ut Ill sat Jon  and  conservat lon 
Including  energy  efficient  transport.  Particular  attention  will 
need  to  be  paid  to  the  transfer  of  environmentally  friendly 
technology  and  know-how  to  the  developing countries. 
Sectoral  measures 
14.  A  set  of  regulatory  and  voluntary  measures  wl  II  need  to  be 
developed  In  the  four  sectors  Identified  above  as  the  maJor 
emitters.  Many  of  those  reviewed  In  this  paragraph  are  already 
covered  to  some  extent  by  Commission  proposals  such  as  the  SAVE 
program,  but  will  need  to be  strengthened. - 5  -
Power  generation 
New  and  critical  Initiatives  for  the  future  Involve  the Altener 
.  prog~amme  on  re_newab I  e  ene_rgy  and  a  propos  a I  on  I  east  cost 
planning.  The  latter  will  create  Incentives  for  energy 
utilities to  co~slder energy saving potentials with  Its clients 
on  the  same  basl.s  as  the  expansion  of  Its  production  capacity. 
The  US  experience  has  shown  that  this  Instrument  can  result  In 
an  Important  Improvement  of energy-efficiency. 
Speclfl~ measures  are  needed  to  encourage  users  to  accelerate 
low  pollution/high  performance  technologies  (combined  heat  and 
power  generation).  The  electricity  sector  Is  likely 
Increasingly  to  make  use  of  renewable  energy  sources  and 
biomass  products  (urban  waste). 
Industry 
For  most  companies,  energy  represents  a  small  share  of  overall 
product I  on  costs.  The  scope  for  Improvements  In  energy 
efficiency  Is  nevertheless  consldef:"able  In  these  firms  and  a 
widespread  application  of  energy  auditing  Is  there~ore needed. 
Although  the  relative  potential  Is  smaller  for  some  highly 
energy-IntensIve  I  ndustr les  (e.g.  stee I ,  chemIca Is,  non-
ferrous,  pulp  and  paper,  glass,  cement),  significant  reductions 
can  be  realised  through  voluntary  agreements  o.r  other  means. 
In  this  respect  the  potential  of  combined  heat  and  power 
generation  needs  to  be  exploited  carefully.  Finally,  third 
party  financing  systems  can  be  established  In  this sector  as  In 
others,  to overcome  substantial  financing  needs  for  Investments 
In  energy  saving. 
Transport 
Transport  Is  currently  the  source  of  around  25%  of  the 
Community's  co2  e.mlsslons.  This  share  Is  liable  to  l.ncrease 
In  the  future,  mainly  as  a  consequence  of  the  expected  further 
growth  In  the  volume  of  road  traffic.  Because  road  traffic also 
entails  other  considerable  external  costs  (acid  emissions, 
congestion,  etc.),. structural  policies  are  urgently  needed  at 
the  Community  level  and  In  the  Member  States  to  encourage  a 
more  env I  ronmenta II y  rat lona 1.  approach  towards  mob Ill ty.  To 
reduce  or  at  least  contain  the  external  costs,  a  full  range  of 
measures  wl  I I  be  necessary.  These  will  cover  three main  areas  : 
The  application  of  best  available  technology  to  reduce 
exhaust  emissions and  Increase  fuel  efficiency. 
Transport  policy  measures  aimed  at  Increasing  eff'lclency 
within  each  transport.  se.ctor  as  well  as  at  systematic 
promotion  of  the  most  environment-friendly  mode  of 
transport.  This  Is  likely  to  result  In  a  shift  from  road  to 
rail,  Inland  waterways  and  combined  transport  as  well  as 
from  the  private car  to coJiectlve  transport. - 6  -
A change  In  user  behaviour.  Reduced  Individual  car  use wll I 
rieed  to  be  encouraged  through  I.e.  Information,  publ lc 
education  and  publ lc  awareness  campaigns.  The  general 
Introduction  of  more  stringent  speed  I lmlts  Is  needed  and 
wl  II  need·  to  be  rigorously enforced. 
The  reQulred·structural  changes--In  the  transport  sector  clearly 
represent  a  major  challenge  to· the  Community.  For  that  reason, 
the  Commission  will  present  before  the  end  of  this  year  a 
Communication  on  transport  and  the  environment. 
Household/Commercial 
Regulatory  measures  wl  I I  be  developed  based  on  stricter  norms 
and  standards  for  electric appliances  (freezers,  refrigerators, 
boilers,  etc.),  lighting,  Improvements  to  Insulation  of 
buildings,  especIally  ex lstent  ones,  and  better  lnformat lon 
(e.g.  labeling).  The  Institutional  process  of  adopting  such 
new  standards  Is· cumbersome,  and  long.  Moreover,  the 
penetration  ra~e of  new  energy  efficient appliances  Is  slow  as 
consumer  durables  have  a  long  I lfe  time . 
.  t.  ·  .. 
Other  regulatory  and  voluntary measures 
15.  In  addition  to  the  f·our  sectors  already  mentioned,  as  part  of  an 
overall  co2  policy  other  actions  will  need  to  be  developed.  In 
this  respect,  recycl lng  of  waste,  afforestation schemes  and  schemes 
to  Improve  the  QUal lty of  I lfe  In  urban  centres are examples  of  the 
l<:lnds  of  action  which  could  contribute  to  the  strategy.  Certain 
measures  of  this  l<:lnd  have  already  been  Initiated at  the  Community 
level  and  wl  II  need  to  be  reinforced  ln.the  future. 
* * * 
16.  Even  with  a  significant  Increase  In  the  speed  of  Introduction  and 
the  coverage  of  a II  of  these  regu I  a tory  and  vo I  untary  measures, 
they  are  unlll<:ely  to  be  sufficient  to  reach  the  stabilisation 
target.  On  the  basis  of  the  Commission's  analysis  It  appears  that 
these  measures,  together  wIth  the  resu  1 ts  of  techn I  ca I  progress 
that  would  In  any  case  have  taken  place  with  capital  replacement 
and  other  market  developments,  will  contribute  about  half  of  the 
objective  (see  Annex  6).  For  that  reason  additional  measures  are 
necessary,  to  create  Incentives  for  speedier  Introduction  of  new 
energy efficient  eQuipment. 
VI.  FISCAL  MEASURES 
17.  Fiscal  measures  have  been  advocated  as  a  useful  means  of  tack I lng 
the  C02  problem  In  terms  of  their  economic  efficiency  by  the 
Councl r,  the  European  Pari lament  and  the  Economic  and  Social 
Committee,  as  wei  I  as  by  International  bodies  such  as  OECD  and  by 
academics.  In  the  Commission's  view,  given  the  characteristics  of 
carbon  dioxide  em~sslons  (global  character  without  direct  negative --7-
health  Impacts),  the  use·  of  policy  Instruments  based  on  market 
mechan 1  sms  to  gIve  IncentIves  for  the  reduct I on  of  em I ss·l ons  w  I I I 
be·  mor.e·  cost-effectlve-~han  relying  solely  on  regulatory  means. 
Regulations  are,. oft~n  economically  Inefficient,.  given  'that  they 
generally  do  not  take_  .Into  account  the  marginal.  costs  of  reaching 
different  norms  and  standards,  nor  do  they  give  ·a  permanent 
economic,  ..  Incentive  for  developing  and  applying  technological 
Improvements  to  go  beyond .-existing  norms.  Such  Instruments  also 
al-low  the  lnternallsatlon  of  external  ~osts  and  are  In  line  with 
the polluter  pays  principle. 
Existing fiscal  Initiatives 
18.  Some  of  the  existing  fiscal  proposals  are  I lkely  to  make  an 
Important  contribution  to  the  strateg~  but  will  need  to  be 
reinforced.  This  Is  the  case  In  particular  ·for- thos~  on  the 
lnternallsatlon  of  the  envlr'onmental·  costs  In  the  circulation  tax 
on  lorrles1  or  by  enlarging  the  use  of  tax  differentiation.  This 
approach.: will  need  to  be  extended .to  pr lvate  cars.  Foltow·lng  the 
experience  with  fiscal  Incentives  for  leadfree  petrol  and  cars 
equipped  with  3-way.  catalytic  converters,  the  Commission  has 
decided  to  follow  a  new  type  of  legislative  approach  providing  for 
an  orderly use of  fiscal  Incentives by  the Member··sta·tes  within .the 
Internal  Market.  This  model  Is particularly relevant  for  the  Member 
States  In  cases  where  they  wish  to  speed  up  a  general  application 
of stricter  standards  for  new  energy efficient  equipment  within  the 
Convnun I ty. 
A  new  fiscal  Initiative 
19.  The  proposals  described  above  cannot  achieve  the·economlc_objectlve 
set  out  In  paragraph  17.  For  these  reasons  the  Commission  has  come 
to  the  conclusion  that  It  Is  necessary  to  envisage  the  posslbl 1 lty 
of  a  more  specific  tax  In  addition  to  the  other·.measures  of· the 
package  In order  to attain  the  stabilisation target  In  an  efficient 
and  cost  effective  way.  In  fact,  It  seems  dlff.icult  to  motivate 
economic  agents  to  Improving  their  energy  efficiency  If  energy 
. prices  are  .too  low.  Moreover,  some  energy  sou·rces,  In  particular 
some  renewables,  which  are  favourable  for· ·the  stablllsat I on 
objective  as  well  as  for  overall. environmental  quality, will  not  be 
able  to  develop  significantly  If  their  market:  position  Is  not 
enhanced  by  the  lnternallsatlon of  their  comparat.l.ve  environmental 
advantage  Into  their  price.  A.new  specific  tax  is' considered  to  be 
the  most  appropriate  means  of  giving  a  long-term  price  signal  and 
to  bring  about  a  change  In  the  economic  behaviour  of. 340  mill lor\ 
energy  consumers.  It  wou I d  act  _as  an  over  a I I  ·support  to,  .  and 
Increase  the  effectiveness  of,  the  other  measures  of  the  policy 
package.  A  Community  Initiative·  would  avoid  a  proliferation  of 
separate  actions  by  Individual  Member  States  which  could  lead  to 
d 1stortlons  of  competition  and  disruption  to  the.  Internal  Market. 
It would  allocate a  value  to natural  resources  tha.t  are  limited and 
which  need  to be  ~afeguarded for.  future  generations. 
20.  A  key  characteristic of  the  new  tax will  be  lts:re~enue neutrality. 
This  means  that  It  should  not  result  In  any  Increase  In ·statutory 
contributions  and  charges.  The  new  tax  needs  to be  offset  by  fiscal 
Incentives  and  by  tax  red~ctlons for  companies  and  Individuals.  In 
the  Commission  view  this  should  not  Involve  Increasing  the  .tax 
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burden,  rather. the  modification of  the  tax  mechanism  by  means  of  a 
progress  1  ve  r~form  to  make  It  more  env I  ronmenta I I  y  .frIend I  y.  In 
addition,  great  care will  be  needed  when  putting such  Incentives  In 
place  to avoid  Introducing  any  new  distortions of  competition. 
21.  The  new  tax  needs  to  be  desl~ned with  great  care  If  It  Is  at  the 
same  time  to  limit  any  adverse  economic  effects on  the  competitive 
position of  Community  Industries and  on  the  economy  In  general,  to 
maximise  the  potential  ga!ns  In  terms  of  C02  reduction  and  to 
take  Into  account  benefits  In  other  policy  areas.  In  particular  It 
wl  II  be  necessary  to ensure  that  security of  energy  suppl les  Is  not 
affected and  that  disproportionate  socio-economic  difficulties are 
not  created. 
22.  It  Is  essential  to  avoid  more  pronounced  economic  costs  for  some 
Industrial  sectors,  In  particular  those  employing  energy  Intensive 
production  processes  and  with  a  large  Involvement  In  International 
trade  (steel,  chemicals,  non-ferrous,  cement,  glass  and  pulp  and 
paper).  Untl I  the  Community's  main  competitors  take  analogous 
measures.  spec I  a I  t re~  tment  needs  to  be  envIsaged.  Th Is  spec I  a I 
treatment,  which  could  Qe  given  to  the  most  affected  Industries  In 
exchange  for  agr~~ments  to  reduce  co2  emIssIons,  cou I  d  take  the 
following  for~s  : 
partial  or  tqtal  ex~mptlon; 
application of  a  zero rate; 
lntrqductlon of  fiscal  Incentives,  tax  reductions or  reductions 
.In  ch~rges for  employers. 
The  choice  between  these  different  approaches,  which  are  In  any 
case  not  excl~slve - fiscal  Incentives  could  be  combined  with  one 
of  the  flr~t  two  options- needs  further  reflection.  At  this stage 
It  ~ppears  that  the  most  appropriate  option  would  be  to  apply  a 
zero  rate.Further  consideration  of  these  options  needs  to  be 
carried out  In  consultation with  the  Industries most  affected . 
. 23.  It  will  also  be  Important  to  ensure  that  the  creation of  a  new  tax 
does  not  r~sult  I~  an  Increase  of  taxation on  Individuals.  It  wl  1 I 
be  necessary  to  reduce  taxes  or  to  give  tax  Incentives  for 
environmental  protection  actions  or  for  energy  efficiency  schemes 
to  compensate  the  effects of  the  new  tax.  The  particular  situation 
of  each  Uember  State  would  need  to  be  taken  Into  account  In  the 
final  choice  of  solution.  In  Introducing  such  a  tax  It  will  be 
necessary  to  provide  for  Its  temporary  suspension  and  for 
modification  of  the  rate  In  the  light  of  economic  developments  and 
progress  towards  the  stabilisation objective.  It  Is  also  necessary 
to  put  forward  a  regular  and  thorough  assessment  of  the  efficiency 
of  the  tax  and  of  the  Implementation  of  the  principle  of  revenue 
neutra II ty. 
24.  Two  types of  tax  can  be  envisaged  :  an  energy  tax  which  would  apply 
equally  to all  energy  sources  or  a  co2  tax  modulated  on  the  basts 
of  carbon  cQntent.  An  energy  tax  would  be  more  effective  In 
encouraging  energy  efficiency;  a  carbon  tax  would  provide  more 
specific  lnc~ntlves  to  reduce  co2  emissions.  However,  this  second 
opt lon  would  put  a  relat lvely  high  burden  on  coat,  which  Is  the 
most  secure  energy  supply.  Uoreover,  It  would  favour  nuclear 
energy,  which  has  advantages  In  terms  of  co2  reduction  but  which 
leads  to  Its  own  particular  problems.  A  lOOX  carbon  tax  option - 9· -
would·  also·  ·have,  according·  to  their  e11er:gy  structure',  a 
significantly  different  Impact  ·on  the·  Industr-Ial  competitive 
position  of  th~  Member  States~  Flnat~y.  bee~~~&  of  technical, 
economic  and  po·lltlcal  llml.tatlons :to  fuel  substitution·,  only  a 
significant  Improvement  In  energy  effi-ciency .·will  be·  .able  to 
contrIbute· s lgn If  I cant fy.·  to. thee 2ooo·  stab·lll sat !(?~~·object lve. 
25.  In  the  light  of  this, analysl·s,  the  Commlsslon·:cons·lders·  that  the 
best  opt I  on  WOU·I d  be  a  tax  based.  on  an  energy )component  and  on  a 
component  based  on  carbon  content.  l·n  order  to  st lmu 1  ate 
a I ternat 1  ve  sources  of  energy,  the  energy·  compo~ent  wIll  need  to 
exclude  renewab·les·,  but  not·  large  scale  hydro- e:lectrrc  schemes.  It 
will  a·lso  need  to exclude  energy  sources  used  as  raw· materIa Is.  The 
energy  component  of  the  proposedtax  shout.d  not  fi'X:ceed  50".  The  mix 
could:  be·  rev·lewed  at  a,  later  stage  In  the  light of  new  technical 
developments  or- particular  developments  In  th~·  .. · field  of  energy 
securIty. 
26.  The  tax·  rate ·requ·t·r.ed:  to  reach  the· Community·  sJ-ablllsatlon·  target 
by  the  year  2000  depends,  on  the· one  hand,  on )he· evolut ton  of  a 
set  of  key  varlab:fes·  ('lnr parucul·ar,' 'economi-c  g'hnr;'th•,  world  energy 
.prIces  and  the  dlffusl'on of  techni-ca-l·  progr:ess)  .. ,;:and·,  on· the  other 
hand, .··On·  the  response  of  economIc  agents  to· ·the  proposed•  poI Icy 
measures·.  Both·  varIables  are. subject  to  a·  con~J;derab  le  degree  of 
uncerta-Inty,  which  partly·  explains  a·  certa·ln···.d.fvergence·  In  the 
results  obhlne·d·  by  d.lfferent  studt·es.  Based·::bri~·.these  dl'fferent 
studies,  there  Is. a  convergence' of  views' that a·-.tax  tate equivalent 
to $1'0·  per  barret of ott:  In- combJna,t t·on  with·  th.~:other· e-lements  of 
the  strategy·,  lnc·ludlng.  those  taken  a-t  the•  .l')~tlonal  level,  Is 
likely  to· be. sufflc.tent  to· ensure·  tha-t  the,·  o~e,-~a·n  st'r:ategy  can 
·come  close. to  the· C02  stabilisation  targe·t  Csee.~,nnex 1'). 
~_.,  .. :  ' 
27.  In  order  to·  ensu·re•  a  smooth  Introduction  of  t~e>rncreased  energy 
prIces  whIch  w II 1  resu It from  such  a  tax  and  to:·;r._;educe  the  over  a I I 
cost  effect  to  consumers  and·  Industry  •.  an .. ear;W~;~
1 rlnouncement  and  a 
gr.adual  Introduction  Is.  essential.  In  the  ltghl of·  the  various 
posslblll·tles  which  exist  (see  Annex  8)·, ...  and.·.~tak'lng  Into  account 
the  need·  to ensure  the· cohes ton' oJ  the·  lnternar  :u~:rke.t,  f.t·  cou·t·d·  be 
envisaged  tha-t  a·  tax.  of  $3·  per  barref  wou•.t:d/  .. b.e  lntroduce·d·  on 
1.1.93  w.fth·  an.  add·t.tlonal  $1  per:  barrel'th  ...  suc~!~~l-ve· years·untll 
2000·.  An·  ear·ly  Introduction of th·f!S  scheme-·  f.s  ~usHfred· g•lven  the 
limited  time  avallabl·e.  to·  arrive·· at  the ·stab}{fzatlon  target.  A 
.la·ter  start  wou.td  Involve  hJgher  l·ncreases•  ove:r~/a  shorter· per lod: 
and  could  result  In  national.  lncentl·ves  whl~h·:·  ..  cou·ld·  pre.Judlce 
Community  cohesion.  The  precise- tlmetab·le  coul·d:.however  be  mod·lfled 
In·  the  light· of  econom.lc  deve.lopments:  as  par·t·=  .. :.of  the,  mont tor lng 
process. 
28.  The  prec·lse  deta.lls  of  the  tax·  need:  to  be  worked,  ou·t·  In' 
collaboratIon  WIth  the  Member  Sta·tes  wl thin:·:~ the  requ·l rements 
lmpo.sed·  by  the  ftnternal  Market  and  by·  lnternatlo~a-t· ob-Hga·t Ions.  As 
part  of  the  exercise·  It will  be  :necessary  to  take  account  of  the 
fact  that  the  lntroduct:lon  of  the:  tax·  has·  as"·d:ts  object lve:  the·· 
-modHicatlon of consumer  (Hna:l· .or  lntermedlary)·:behavlour.  To  keep 
administrative  costs  to  the  minimum,  It will  be··necessary,  as  far 
·as  poss·tble,  ·to  . use.  ex·ts-t.lng  ..  fiscal  mecha.rilsms.  Thus  ·for - 10  -
hydrocarbons  1  t  wou 1  d  be  approprIate  to  use  the  exIstIng  excIse 
framework.  For  coal  and  electricity,  the  specific  fiscal  framework 
needs  further  conslderat ton.  As  far  as  the  rate  Is  concerned,  a 
rate  expressed  In  money ·terms  appears  to  be  preferable  to  an  ad 
valorem  rate. 
VII.  ECONOMIC  IMPACT 
29.  On  the  basis  of  the  analyses  carried  out  by  the  Commission  the 
Introduction  of  the  policy  package  described  above  would  entail 
modest  macro-economic  costs.  This  Is essentially  due  to  the  revenue 
neutrality  of  the  new  tax  (the  revenue  Is  likely  to  be  some  50 
btl lion  ECU)  as  wet 1  as  Its  gradual  and  predictable  Introduction. 
An  ana 1  ys 1  s  of  the  ent 1  re  package  of  poI Icy  measures  IndIcates 
that,  In  the  Community  as  a  whole,  there might  be  a  small  reduction 
In  the  annual  economic  growth  rate  compared  to  what  would  otherwise 
occur  during  the  period  under  consideration  (_between  0.05  and  0.1 
percentage  points)  and  a  temporary  Increase  In  the  rate  of 
Inflation  (0.3  to  0.5  per  annum)  (see  Annexes  9- 10);  This 
analysis  of  the  economic  Impact  does  not  take  Into  account  any 
evaluation  of  the  I?Osltlve  effects  In  other  policy  areas· and  In 
particular .the  dlre.ct  economic  benefits related  to  the  rational  use 
of  energy.  Mor,eover,  the  costs  of  not  tak lng  act ton  a I though 
difficult  to measure,  would  be  significant. 
VIII.  COMPLEMENTARY  NATIONAL  PROGRAMMES 
30.  The  proposed  CommunIty  strategy  requIres  act Ions  at  Member  State 
level,  In  I lne  with  the  concept  of  subsidiarity.  Community  measures 
Involve  actions  which  require  coordination  or  harmonisation  at 
Community  level  If  the  programme  Is  to  be  efficiently  Implemented 
and  If  It  Is  to  be  Inserted  In  the  most  optimal  way  Into  overall 
CommunIty  poI I c 1  es  In  part 1  cu 1  ar · concernIng  the  I nterna I  market, 
competition,  ·economic  and  social  cohesion,  and  macro-economic 
convergence.  Member  States  will  need  to  complement  the  Community 
package  with  measures  adapted·  to  their  own  particular  economic, 
cultural  and  geographical  circumstances,  as  well  as  to  differences 
In  the pattern  and  level  of co2  emissions. 
31.  Amongst  the  areas  In  which  action  will  be  needed  are  the 
following  : 
RD  &  D,  e.g.  to  st lmutate  clean  technologies,  renewables  and 
energy efficiency; 
fiscal  Incentives,  e.g.  Insulation of  houses; 
carbon  sinks,  e.g.  forestry planting,  development  of more  green 
spaces  at  local  and  urban  levels; 
Information,  education  and  training  programmes  In  the  field of 
energy efficiency; 
transport·  Infrastructure  and  environmentally  friendly  means  of 
transport. 
32.  The  Commission  takes  note  that  some  Member  States  with  per  capita 
levels  of  C02  emissions  above  the  Community  average,  such  as  the 
Netherlands  and  Belgium  have  decided  to  reduce  their  emissions  by 
5%  by  the  year  2000.  Denmark  and  the  Federal  Republ lc - 11  -
of  Germany  have  decided  to  r~duce  their  emissions  by  20%.and  25% 
-respect l_vely  by  ·the  year-, 2005.  The.  Commission  r~ca lis  that, 
according  to.  the  conclusions  of  t_he  ·  joint __ Energy/Env_1r9.nment 
Council  of. 29.10.90·,·  Member  Stat_es  wl th, ,as  yet,  felat lvely  low 
energy  reQuirements  can  .be  expected  to  grow  ln.  step_  wit~  their 
development  and  may  need  targets  and  strategies- which  can 
accommodate  that  development  while  Improving  the  energy.  efHclency 
of  their  economic  activities.  In· any  event,  the  Commission 
consl_ders.  the  -Implementation  of  the  Community  measures  described 
above  as  a  minimum  reQuirement. 
IX.  BURDEN  SHARING 
.33.  In  order  to  reduce  the  temporary  burden  arl.slng  from_  the 
application  .of  this  strategy  In  certain  Member  States  whose 
economIc  d~ve  lopment  Is  I agg I ng  behInd  the  rest  of  the_  Comml\n 1  ty, 
the  Community  should  In principle state  Its readiness  to contribute 
to  the  costs  of  such  adjustments.  In  addition,  the  tlmln'g  of  the 
gradual  Introduction  of  the  Community  strategy  could  be,  modified 
according  to the-specific needs  of  Individual  Member  Stat~s. 
34.  Consideration  needs  to  be  given  to  the  appropriate.  f-Inancial 
·~(  . 
lnstrument{s)  through  which·  such  assistance  could  be. offered, 
Including  for  example  lhe Structural  Funds,  to  the  extent  that  the 
measures  reQuired  are  compatible  with  the  objectives  of  the  Funds. 
Certain  measures  which  contribute  towards  this  adjustment_ effort 
and  which  are  fully compatible  with  Community  structural  policy  are 
already  receiving  support  from  the  Fun~s _under  both_ Community 
Support  Framewor:ks  and  CommunIty  InItIatIves.  Any  comm I tnie.nt  to 
further'measures~_whlch  may  have  to  be  on  a  mu~h  larger  scale, 
should  not  prejudice  the  prlorltle~  which  remain  to .be  determined 
for  the  post-1993  period  of  structural  assistance.  The  Structural 
Funds  could  contribute  In .so  far  as  the  measures  concerned  are 
eligible,  but  financing  needs  would  need  to  be  taken· Into  account 
In the  determination of  the  overal-l  financial. envelope_. for  199:4-98. 
X  •  MONITOR l NG  ME CHAN I SM 
35.  A  monitoring  mechanism  should  be  set  up  to  follow  whether  the  co2 
stabilisation  target  of  the  Community  Is  being  reached.  The  Member 
States  will  be  reQuired  to  submit  their  national  programmes,  as 
wei I  as  other  necessary  Information,  to  the  Commission  for 
evaluatLon.  The  Commission  wi II  examine  and  will  Inform  the  Council 
whether  the  national  plans  are  In  conformity  with  other  Community 
legislation  as  well  as  whether  ~ddltlonal  efforts  are  reQuired  to 
meet  the  co2  Community  stabilisation  target.  In  this  latter  case, 
the  common  strategy  may  have  to  be  Intensified  or  some  Member 
States may  have  to commit  themselves  to  take  further  action. 
XI.  INTERNATIONAL  CONTEXT 
36.  The  overal I  strategy  set  out  above  can  stand  on  Its  own  and  have 
positive benefits  for  the  Community.  However,  In  view  of  the  need 
to  combat  the  global  warming  problem,  Community  action  should  be 
part  of  an  overall  lnternat lonal  effort  to  stabilise  C02 
emissions.  The  Community  will  have  to  make  every  effort  to  ensure 
Its  partners  undertake  comparable  concrete  action.  All 
Industrial lsed  countries  (except  the  USA)  seem  to  be  ready  to 
stabilise  co2  emissions  at  1990  levels  by  the  year  2000.  As  far - 12  -
as  the means -b{ achl·evlng  this objective are  concerned,  most  of  the 
EFT A  count  r f~s  ·  are  a 1  ready  app I y I ng  or  are  consIder I ng  f I sea I 
measures  of .t·he·  type  pr.oposed  l·n  this  Communlcat.lon.  On  the  other 
hand,  the  USA'  and  Japan  untl I  now  have  .put  their  faith  In 
regulatory  lrist'ruments.  In  the  case  of  the  deve.loplng  countries, 
although  the~lr ,/_co2  emissions  have  been  limited,  It  Is  expected 
these  will  grow. rapidly  In  the  coming  years.  It  Is  essent Ia I  that 
the  lndustriaflsed  countries  set  an  example  If  they  wish  the 
develop  1-ng  c:::ountr les  to  take  part  .In  the  development  of  a  g loba I 
strategy.  ln·a' similar  vein,  It  .Is  Important  that  .the  Central  and 
Eastern  European  Countries  and  the  USSR  which  contribute  an 
Important  part  of  global  co2  emissions,  are  at  this  stage  In 
their  deveiOJ)~ent  ready  to  take  appropriate  measures  as  a  cost 
effective  part ·of  their  .economic  restructuring.  The  Community  Is 
~lready  maklh~.  a  substantial  financial  cont~lbutlon  to  this 
process. 
XII.  CONCLUSION 
37.  The  Community--strategy  set  out  above  wl I I  make  an  Important 
contribution  to  reaching  the  Council  .decision  to  stabilise  co2 
emissions  In  the  Community  In  2000  at  1990  level •.  Given  the. 
~--~,  ~ 
existence  of  sclentlfl.c  uncertainty  about  global  warming  and  the 
long-term  character  of  the  results  of  any  policy  measures,  the 
basic  principle-which  has  been  applied  Is  to  undertake  only  those 
actions  which .Involve  the  least  adaptation  costs  and  which  have 
a I so  a  c I ear< ··benefIt  on  ·other  .poI Icy  areas.  The  package  of  .~ 
regulatory,  voluntary  and  fiscal  measures  will  achieve  a 
considerable  Improvement  In energy efficiency and  will  also  provld~ 
lncent lves  to .rriove  In  the  longer  term  towards  the  use  of  .energy 
sources  wh I ch .-~m I t  no or  I ess  C02.  .._ 
38.  The  Counc II  l_s  .·1 nv I ted,  In  the  II  ght  of  the  CommunI cat I on,  to  take 
a  position  'on·  the  strategy  proposed· by  the  Commission.  The 
Commission  win  put  forward  the necessary  legislative proposals. - ··1'3  ·-
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Carbon  dioxide 
BASIC  FACfS  ON  GREENHOUSE  GASES 
Relative 
contribution  to 
the  Greenhouse 
effect  over 
100  yr  period 
61.0% 
Long  1· 






Methane*  15.0%  no  s emi -qua  n t i t a t i v e 1 y· 
Nitrous  oxide  4.0%  yes  qualitatively 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CFCs  11.0 %  yes  yes 
---------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------
HCFC-22  0.5 %  m~inly no  yes 
--------------------.-----------------------------------------~------~~----------------------------
Others*  (Ozone)  8.5%  no  qualitatively 
Source  IPCC 
*  These  values  include  the  indirect  effect  of  these  emissions  on  other  greenhouse  gases  via 
chemical  reactions  in  the  atmosphere.  Such  estimates  are  highly model  dependent  and  should 
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t  of Carbon 




WORLD  TOTAL 
'  0.5 
0.2. 
3.2· 
'  ' 
PER  CAPITA 




----------------------------------------------------------------------- .  ~  .  . 
GR  18.6  0.3  1.86 
-------------------------~---------------------------------------------
E  55.0  0.9  1.42 
F  97.5  1.7  1.  74 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
IRL  8.0  0.1  '  2.27 
'  -----------------------------------------------------------------------
102.8  1.7  1.  79 
~·---------------------~-------------------------------------------------
L  .  3.3  0.1  8.83 
'  '  '  -----------------------------------------------------------------------
NL  38.7  0.7  2.61 
p  10.3  1.·00 
UK  154.0  2.6  2.69 
EUR  12*  760.9  12.9  2.34 
'  '  '  -----------------------------------------------------------------------
USA  1352.7  23.0  5.45 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- '  '  ' 
JAPAN  296.5  5.0  2.40 
.  ' 
--------------------------------------~--------------------------------
USSR  and 
Eastern  Europe 







Source  Commlsslon·'s  services. 
24.9  3.63 
34.2  0.49· 
100.0  1.13 
'  ' 
*  The  EUR-12  total  Includes  emissions  from  bunker  oil  (not  Included  In 
Uember  States data)  and  does  not  match  the  sum  of Uember  States 
emission  due  to  statistical  differences. A.ti.tiE.!_.a 
1989  CONTRIBUTION  OF  THE  VARIOUS  SE~TORS TO  THE  TOTAL  C02  ~MISSIONS  IN  THE  EC  <!n  X) 
SECTORS  EC  8  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
POWER 
GENERATION  31.3  21  . 1  43.2  35.1  46.2  32.9  13.5  34.0  29.3  11 . 9  30.8  39.1  37.9 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'  '  ' 
RE~IDENTIA!,./ 
COMMERCIAL  19.7  24.5  20.5  19-.6  11 . 9  9.8  25.4  30.2  20.2  10.6  24.3  8.4  18.8 
-------------------------------------------------------------------~-~--~---------------------~ 
TRAN$P.ORT  25.5  21 . 7  24.5  21.6  24.2  32.3  34.0  20.Q  26.0  21.4  21.4  28.3  24.1 
----~-~--------~------------------------------------------------------------------~------------
INDUSTRY  19.6  28.3  10.5  20.7  14.8  20. 1  23.6  15.4  19.8·  56. 1  16.7  20,7  1 5. 1 
--------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------! 
ENERGY 
SECTOR  3.9  4.4  1. 3  3.0  2.9  4.9  3.5  0.4  4.7  0.0  6,8  3.5  4.2 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- '  . 
TOTAL,  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 
'---------------'  ----------
SourcE!  Commission~• services. ANNEX  4 
1989  STRUCTURE  OF  GROSS  ENERGY  CONSU.tPTION  IN 1liB  EC  (in CJ,) 
EC  B  DK.  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
COAL  21.0  20  .~6  33.2  28.0  36.3  22.7  9.6  38.4  9.2  33.9  12.5  16.3  30.7 
---------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------
OIL  44.8  40.1  52.9  39.7  62.1  52.5  41.8  41.4  60.9  43.3  36.7  78.8  38.5 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GAS·  18.3  17.1  8.9  17.6  0.6  5.3  11.7  19.6  24.7  12.Q  47.9  0.0  21.6 
---------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------~--
:NU:CLEAR  '  14.3  22.1  0.0  13.8  0.0  17.1  36.6  0.0  0.0  0.0  1.5  0.0  8 .. 4 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
·OrnER  1..6  0.0  5.1  0.9  0.9  2.4  0.3  0.6  5.2  10.8  1.~  4.'8  0.7 
.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 
--
'· 
Source  Eurostat. - 18  -
ANNEX  5 
~  EMISSION  SIA81LISAJION  EFFORT.  1990-2000  CEUB-12> 
Emissions  Amount  by  which  the 
Million  stabilisation obJective 
tons of  C02  Is exceeded  (In%) 
co2  emissions  In  1990  2738 
co2 emissions  In  2000 
(without  efficiency gains 
according  to current 
trends)  3264  19% 
C02  emissions  In  2000 
taking  Into account  also 
market  & "normal  policy" 
galns(1)  3032  11% 
co2  em Iss Ions  .In  2000 
taking  Into account  also 
gains  to be  expected  from 
the  SAVE  programme(2)  2955  8% 
Source  Commission's  services 
( 1)  AccordIng  to  scenar lo  1,  Energy  In  Europe,  spec I  a I  Issue,  Ju I  y  1990, 
update  of  Ju I  y  1991 ;  In  the  assumptIon  of  a  h 1  gher  economIc  growth, 
the  Increase of co2  emissions could  be  twice  as  high. 
(2)  SAVE  programme.  COM  (90)  365  final;  It  has  to be  noted  that  the  Impact 
of  some  SAVE  measures  are  a I ready  1  nc I  uded  In  scenar 1  o  1  "ga Ins  from 
market  and  policy". ANNEX  6 
SECTORAL  CO  ~UBBEHI POLit\~E:~:do~:o~B~ON P2IEHII6L  OF 
m  I II !on  tons of AWE  <1990-2000> 
C02l 
Gains  from  Additional  gains  Total  C02  Additional 
SECTORS  market·& pollcy1  through  SAVE2  savings  Reduction  need  programme 
Domestic/tertiary  95.4  35.0  130.4  .. 
Industry  72.4  ~5.0  107.4  ' 
Transport  63.9  ·7.8  71.7  ···. 
T:OTAL  2.31. 7  77.8  309.5  526.4  2~6.9 
'  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Percentage over  to~  a 1  ~·  ··  I 
C02  reduct I  on  neede·d  .  · 
to ach I  eve  ' ·  ...  '  · 
stabilisation  - - 44%__  -~~~  '.  n  59%_'  100%_  '41% 
Source  :.  Commission's  serv!.ces 
1  According  to Scenario  1,  Energy  In  ~urope, specla·l  Issue,  j~~~- 1990,  in~ltid.lng  ~pdate July  1991. 
2  SAVE  Programme,  COM  (90)  365.  It  has  to be  noted  that  the  Impact  of  some  SAVE  measures  are  already  Included  In 
scenario  1  "gains  from  market  and  policy". - 20  -
ANHEX  7 
CHANGE  IN  FUEL  PRICES 
CJ  INCREASE  OF  A 10$/B TAJl) 
POWER  STAT IONS  AND  INDUSTRY 
hard  coal  58 
heavy  fuel  oil  45 
natural  gas  34 
HOUSEHOLDS 
light  fuel  oil  16 
natural  gas  14 
TRANSPORT 
gasoline  6 
diesel  11 
Source  Commission's services 
1)  prices and  exchange  rates as of  1990; 
modulation  according  to 50%/50%  carbon/energy  tax; 
assumption  that  the  tax  Is  totally passed on  to  the energy user 
(first  round  effect). ANMEX  p  OPTIONS  CQHCEBNIHG  QBLIGAJQBY  CHARACTER  OF  THE  TAX  LEVEL·  . 
Several  different  options  exist  for  the  tax  rate  to  be  applied,  with 
different  degrees  of  obligation  for  the  Uember  States.· The  options 
which  can  be  envisaged  (In  order  of  Increasing  constraint  for  the 
Uember  States)  are  : 
target  rates  (horizon  2000),  free  progression,  no  minimum  rate; 
target  rates  with  a  fixed  minimum  rate  at  the  beginning  and 
free  progression; 
target  rates  with  a  fixed  minimum  rate  and  obligatory. 
predetermined progress; 
definitive rates fixed  from  the outset. 
The  target  rate would  correspond  to  the  convergence  level  In  the  medium 
term  which  the Uember  States would  have  to move  to·ln their own  time. - 22  -
ANNEX  9  MACRQ-EOQNQMIC  IMPACT  OF  THE  PROPOSED  PACKAGE  OF  MEASURES 
The  overall  macro-economic  Impact  of  the  proposed  package  of  measures 
Is  the  net  effect  of  positive  and  negative  Impulses  that  generate  In 
their  turn  Indirect  effects.  Energy  efficiency  Investments  generate 
positive  demand  effects while  related  costs  and  price  lncreases.due  to 
the  carbon/energy  tax  cause  negative  cost  effects.  As  the  revenues  of 
the  carbon/energy  tax  would  be  used  to  reduce  other  taxes  In  paral lei, 
additional  positive demand  Impulses  will  be  generated. 
The  likely Quantitative  Impact  on  the main  macro-economic  aggregates  Is 
based  on  three  different  sets of  simulation  results,  I.e.  based  on  the 
HERMES  model  for  the  four  largest  Member  States,  on  DRI 's  econometric 
models  for  eight  Member  States  (0,  E,  F,  GR,  IRL,  I,  P,  UK)  and  on  the 
QUEST  model  for  all  Member  States,  Japan  and  the  United States. 
They  all  assume  the  Introduction of  a  carbon/energy  tax  of  the  order  of 
10$  per  barrel  of oil, even  If  the detailed modalities differ  somewhat. 
The  DRI  scenario  also  contains  the  non-fiscal  measures,  as  well  as  a 
reinforcement  of existing  tax  Initiatives, e.g.  In  transport. 
When  Interpreting  these  simulation  results,  It  Is  Important  to  keep  in 
mind ·that  the  simulations  may  contain  a  positive  bias  to  the  extent 
that  they  lmpl lcltly assume  that  the  tax  Is  defined  and  Implemented  in 
an  economically  sound  way  and  that  the  response  of  private  economic 
agents  and  public  authorities  Is  such  that  macro-economic  disturbances 
are  avoided.  Should  this  not  be  the  case,  the  conomlc  effects  could  be 
substantially different. 
An  Important  general  conclusion  Is  that  the  three  sets of  simulations 
show  a  remarkable  convergence  In  their  results,  and  conform  the 
empirical  f'lndlngs  from  the  academic  literature. 
a)  Gross  Domestic  Product  (GOP) 
The  use of  the  tax  revenues  Is one  of  the  main  determinants  of  the 
GOP  effects.  In  the  hypothesis  of  a  strict  tax  neutrality  the 
Impact  on  GOP,  estimated  on  the  basis  of  the  ,HERMES  model,  is 
est !mated  to  be  modest  and  the  potentIa I  Impact  on  the  average 
annual  growth  Is  likely  to  vary  from  -0.2%  to  +0.04  (which  equals 
-1%  to  0.2%  for  the  GOP  level  after  5  years).  The  negative  effect 
Is  considerable  higher  In  case  the  tax  burden  Increases  (-1.6%  on 
GOP  level  after  5  years). The  DRI  analysis containing also non-fiscal  measures  but  not· a  fur I 
tax .neutrality  (up  to  85%)  largely  confirms  the  HERMES  analysis 
.an.·average  reduct lon of· the  annuaJ  gr:owth  rate of  0.06%·. 
b)  Prices (CPI/PPI). 
The  three 'simulations  clea·rly. reveaJ...the·  ~arbon/energy. tax-Induced 
-lncrea~e  ln.consumer  (CPI)  and  producer  (PPI)  prices.  The  precise 
amount·  depends  on·  whether  the  .tax  rev:enues  are  used  for  reducIng 
other  Indirect -taxes  (e.g ..  VAT)  or. charges  (e.g.  emp_loyers'. soc.lal 
securIty  contrIbutIons)  or  whether:  the.  tax  revenues .are  e I t~er_ ~ot 
recycled or  used  for  reducing  direct  taxes.  ln·the  former  case,  the 
price  Increase  tends-to be.only  half  as  high  as  In  the  latter  wase, 
where  In  the  med .1 um  term  the  consumer  pr Ice  .!,eve I . Is  rough I y  4% 
higher:. than  otherwise.  This  ~ould  approximately  correspond  -to  an 
Increase  In  the  ·annual  _Inflation  ra.te  of  the.  order  of  0  .• 3-0.5 
perc~ntage  points.  It  Is  g~neral·ly  assumed  that  no  destabllslng 
wage-spiral  Is' set  l.n  mot lon. 
c>  Emplqyment 
·l.n  view of  the  compara.tlvely.·short·trme  period-under  consideration, 
l.t  Is  not  surprising  t<?  see  that  total  employment  moves  broadly  In 
line  with  economic  actlvlt.y.  Provided  the  .tax  Is  Introduced  ln·a 
budget  neutral  way,  the  employment  effects  are  generally  small . 
. Should  the  tax  revenues  be. used  for  lower lng  labour· costs,.· the 
employment  effects may  even  be  positive,  at  leas~  In  the  medlum·and 
long  run. 
d)  .Government  Budget  Balance 
Evidently,  the  publ lc  finance  aspects  are  to  a  large  extent 
determined  by  the  decision  on  the  revenue  use.  Although  wJthout 
revenue  redlstr lbutlon  the .government's  budget  balance· Is  set  to 
Improve,  this  Improvement  Is  I lkely  to  be  at  least  partly eroded  by 
the  negative  budgetary  Impacts  of  the  resulting  slowdown  In 
economic  activity.  · 
e)  External  Balance 
The  Impact  of  the  IntroductIon  of  the  carbon/energy  tax  on  the 
external  balance  Is,  to  a.  significant  extent,  determined  by 
positive  effects  of  lower  energy  Import  requirements,  positive 
trade  balance  effects  of  a  possible  slowdown  In  domestic  economic 
activity  and  eventual  negative  trade  effects  If  the  country's 
export  structure  Is  biased  towards  energy  Intensive  products. 
Because  of  those  compensating  movements,  the  aggregate  current 
account  effects generally  tend  to be  small. - 24  -
Cone I ual  ona 
There  Is  a  remarkable  convergence  In  the  results  of  these  Independent 
simulation  exercises.  The  Introduction  of  a  10$  per  barrel  of  oil 
carbon/energy  tax  Is  likely  to  have  noticeable,  but  relatively  modest 
macro-economic  conseQuences,  provided  certain  rules  are  respected. 
The~e  macro-economIc  effects  maIn I  y  consIst  of  an  ·I ncr ease  In  the 
general  price  level,  Implying  at  least  a  temporary  rise  In  Inflation. 
This  Is  I lkely  to  be  Inevitable.  Whether  the  Inflationary  Impulse 
remains  transitory  or  whether  It  leads  to  a  wage-price  spiral  with 
subsequent  monetary  policy  Induced  recession  largely  depends  on  the 
reaction of  private and  public economic  agents. 
The  other macro-economic  effects,  notably  the  GOP  response,  are  largely 
a  function of  the modalities of  the  tax  Introduction  (In particular  the 
gradual  and  predictable  Introduction  of  the  tax,  the  size  of  the  tax 
rate· and  the  use of  the  tax  revenues)  as  well  as  of  the  wage/prIce  and 
central  bank  behaviour.  In  principle,  a  policy  to  reduce  co2 
emissions  or  energy  consumption  can  be  expected  to  ental I  costs, 
Including  macro-economic  costs  (I.e.  GOP  losses).  The  lower  the  degree 
of  flexibility  with  which  the  economy  adapts  to  the  tax,  the  higher· 
these  costs.  If,  however,  the  Introduction of  the  carbon/energy  tax  Is 
taken  as  an  opportunity  for  structural  reform,  e.g.  by  using  the  tax 
revenues  for  reducing  other  taxes,  then  the  gains  from  such  a  policy 
may  well  exceed  the costs of  the emission  reduction. 
The  benefits  of  the  proposed  package  In  terms  of  environmental 
Improvement  (greenhouse  and  other  gases) , · 1  ncr eased  energy  secur 1  t y  or 
other  positive  effects  (e.g.  health  and  health  costs,  transport 
problems,  ... )are difficult  to  quantify  and  to  Integrate  In  macro-
economic  simulations.  It  should  therefore  be  taken  Into  account  that 
the  figures  and  results presented do  not  Include  these benefits. - 25  -
ANNEX  10 
GOP  AND  PRICE  EFFECTS  OF  A PACKAGE  OF  MEASURES.  IHCLUPING  A 
CARBQN/ENEBGY  TAX  OF  10$/b  CEUR-8;  D.  E.  F.  GR.  IRL.  I.  p,  UK> 
Annual  growth  rate  Level(1) 
GOP  -0.06  -0.8 
PPI  0.29  4.0 
Source  DRI  Report  for  the  European  Commission. 
(1)  Percentage  change  In  the  level  after  15  years  compared  to  the 
reference case. 